
“Your Living Presence” 

 

I only visit your gravesite occasionally 

There’s something cold and uninviting about a cemetery 

In such a place the above-ground living are always surrounded 

And outnumbered by the unseen, underground dead 

 

I stare at the cold, hard stone 

And try to force an emotional moment 

Attempt to squeeze tears from my eyeballs as if they were sponges 

 

A slab of marble that has your name, birth, and death dates 

Chiseled across its smooth surface, however permanently 

Does not even begin to do you justice 

 

I would much rather sift through my catalog of memories 

That I always carry with me 

 

And enjoy your living presence 

 

The sandpaper scratch of your salt-and-pepper-colored stubble 

Against my younger, adoring cheek 

 

Sitting in the lobby of the Galowich YMCA 

By the dim light of a vending machine 

Munching on roast beef sandwiches 

Brushing a scattered spill of shredded lettuce 

Under the hard plastic chair, smiling 

Waiting for a yellow school bus to take us 

To a Chicago Bulls game at the old Chicago Stadium 

 

Calling out to Grandma in that voice 

Sounding as if your throat was lined with gravel— 

“C’mere, Kas…” 

 

I have had moments of extreme guilt 

During which I stop and realize that I have neglected 

To think of you for far too long 

 

And I find myself pulling the personalized photo album 

That exists in my skull off the cluttered shelf of my mind 

And I brush the accumulated layer of dust off the cover 

With the palm of my ashamed hand 

 

 

 



The photos in this album do not stand still as a stone 

They move, and they move me 

Despite being tattered and dog-eared 

From both overuse and neglect 

Their bright colors fading, bleeding away 

 

Almost as if they’re mocking me 

Looking out from their frayed, Polaroid edges 

Pointing at me, taunting me 

Threatening to deteriorate and disappear forever 

Much like your physical body has already done  

        

During such moments I will myself to remember 

I squeeze my eyes shut until I hear thunder in my ears 

So that I will not forget a single precious element 

Of your living presence 

 

-for Edward A. Jarot 

 

  

   


